
ergonomic  
crystal nail file 

This fabulous type of glass nail file was developed in cooperation with nail salons, specialists in 

ergonomics and designers. It is characterized by a special U-shaped grinding groove situated in the 

inner arc of the file. Protected by European Union design patent RCD 002403295.  



Unique abrasive U-profile 

 grinding groove of the ergofile is adequately deep and ergonomically shaped, follows nail curve and thus 

facilitates precise and fast filing 

 the grinding surface is situated inside a groove, which ensures a better protection from dirt coming from the 

environment. That is why the ergofile is much more hygienic than standard files 

 compared to classical files the ergofile provides more comfortable and more effective filing 

Ergonomic design 

 thanks to our cooperation with specialists this file acquired not only an ergonomic groove, but also an 

ergonomic outer shape 

 the special shape saves your time – due to large gripping area it ensures very comfortable holding, fast 

manipulation and the maximal efficiency of filing 

 the abrasive surface is situated entirely outside the gripping area therefore skin on fingers does not tire out 

and does not get rubbed away  
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File for everybody 

 rounded shape of the file enhances its safety, so it is recommended for all ages including children and 

seniors and you can even take it to the airplane 

 ergofile is excellent for both professional and home usage 

 thanks to its inventive design the ergofile can serve as an original gift, thanks to the large gripping area it is 

advantageous also for promo purposes  

Ergofile has all advantages of standard glass nail files 

 ergofile has chemically etched abrasive surface, having uniformly distributed sharp micro-spikes, thanks to 

that  treatment of your nails is careful and of good quality 

 grinding elements are formed right out of the glass body, therefore the abrasive surface does not blunt or 

wear out 

 ergofile is sterilizable and thus meets the highest hygienic standards  

 ergofile is made of glass, which is an inert material, and thus the ergofile is health-safe and ecological 
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Two different shapes 

 ergofile is available in two different elegant and unique shapes - bow (EFB) and drop (EFD) 

 while ergofile bow has the grinding groove on both sides of the file, ergofile drop has the grinding groove in 

the inner curve of the file  

 each ergofile is printed with the logo „ergofile“ (large or small logo according to the wish of customer) 
 

      Bow shape (ordering code EFB, 85 mm long, 32 mm wide, 3 mm thick) 

      Drop shape (ordering code EFD, 85 mm long, 32 mm wide, 3 mm thick) 

Blistr packaging 

Packaging 

 ergofile can be supplied with white or green plastic sleeves and black velvet sleeves 

BOW DROP 
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Decorations 

Ergofile can be decorated by a number of methods. Besides colouring, its shape and big 

surface is perfect for logo printing, or applying photos and other designs by photo 

printing. You can also have a luxurious version with crystal stone decorations.  

Crystal stone decorations 

Photoprinting 

Colour application 

Silk - screen printing 
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Display stands 

Together with the ergofiles you can also order display stands in three different versions. 

 PDE-EF – escalated compound display, with 12 positions (supplied disassembled) 

 PDC-EF – compound display, with 18 positions 

 PDB-EF – bent display, with 12 positions 

 

PDE-EF 

PDC-EF 

PDB-EF 
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